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RECENTLY PATENTED INVENTIONS. bel's normally held extended by a spring as be- invention pertains to hot-water heating appar-: DRILL-FEED.-J. G. WINGIDR, Grand Val
fore, comprises a slotted tubular cutter, fixed atus of that class in which steam is intro-' ley, Pa. '['his new drill-feed is especially use· 

Electrical Devices. within the rear end of the inner member and duced directly into the water to be heated. ful in connection with drills employed for 
AUT'OMATIC ELECTRICAL C'ONTR'OLLER fitted to slide through a guide-hole in the neck The object is the construction of an apparatus driving wells-such as oil, gas, and artesian 

FQR AIR·CQMPRESSQR.-F. D. ACKERMAN, of the bell mouth, and a short core-ejector in· In which a very economIcal operation and ex- I wells-in which the drill is connected by a 
Kendallville, Ind, This apparatus arrests tegral with a lug passing through the slot in act regulation can be obtained by the same rope with means for alternately raising and 
automatically the operation of an air-pump the cutter and through a lateral aperture In low steam-pressure that Is now used in com- lowering the drills, and devices are provided 
when a certain d==ired pressure has been at- the outer member of the casing, whereby the mon h ouse-heating steam·bollers. by which the r0pe may be gradually lengthened 
tained in a storage·tank with which the pump ejector is fixed. as the drill sinks in the shaft. By means of 
is' connected. The Invention Is particularly CQMBINED KEY AND LIGHTING DEVICE. Household Utilities. this Invention the drill may be raised by 
intended and adapted for use in connection I di Ii I d It· f H H F t S Ith A k hydraulic action and gradually lowered, the -J. L. SCANLAN, n anapo s, n .  IS reo 
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I latter operation requiring no exertion what-with the alr,pump and aI r·storage tank em- quently difficult to locate the small keyhole for r. mI s nven on re a es 0 a c ass ployed in trolleY-cars :tor braking and signal' a night-latch. 'One of the objects of this In· of chair known as "knockdown. " His object I 

ever. 
purposes, but Is capable of general application vention Is to so combine the key of a night· is to provide a chair which shall not only be ,ELECTRIC STQP-MQTIQN FQR KNIT
and use. latch or lock with a l ighting device that an simple In construction, more rigid, and of TING - MACHINES.-A. L. �AT�ERSO:,' Albe-

RINGER FQR TELEPH'ONES AND THE adjustment of the key preparatory to its use greater strength than any similar chair known. marie, N. C. The present deVIce IS an. Imp�ove
LIKE.-E. R. HOBBS, Lamar, Col. The inven· wlll automatically furnish a light adjacent to to him, but be adapted In conformation of! men� upon the one shown and descnbed III a 
tion is of particular value on telephone·lines. the key, so that the keyhole may be readily parts for quick and secure assembling thereof. I preVIOUS patent granted to Mr. Pa.tterson. It 
The purpose is to produce a more efficient type found and the key Inserted therein. He provides a knockdown chair having 1m ·  i consists In thc improved constructIOn and ar
of ringer provided with various adjustments STEAM-GENERAT'OR.-P. STOLTZ, Berlin, proved strength and rigidity with novel sup- rangement of the movable parts operated upon 
and admitting of a number of distinct uses. Germany. In the present Invention the super. porting and securing means substantially reo by the yarn a�d also in the provision for. apply· 
By combinations of adjustments the armature heater.tubes are mounted in vertical grouDs be- moved from sight ,)n the finished a rticle. Ing the deVIce to that form of kn Ittmg-ma-
can be made to assume an Indefinite variety of tween the sections or plates and are distributed chine which carries its yarn-bobbins on a re· 
positl�ns relative to the magnet, and therefore in the same manner as the tubular sections. volving frame above the knitting-machine. 
serves to greatly increase the utility of the By this means ,important advantages are ob- Machines and Mechanical Devices. WASHING-MACHINE.-W. C. DYKE and 
ringer when employed in various kinds of tele- tained both as regards the operation of the AUTQMA,['IC FEED MECHANISM FQR W. J. ALDERMAN, WaIla Walla, Wash. The ob-phony and for purposes independent thereof. superheater and also of the steam-generator, PRINTING - PRESSES. - G. G. WILLIAMS, ject of this invention Is to provide a locking 

ELECTRIC WATER·METER.-R. H. MIL· which Is composed of the plate elements. Shreveport, La. Means are here provided mechanism so arranged that the brake can. be 
TON, Reidsville, N. C. The object of this Im- '0 I 'ON INDER H S C 'One- whereby the feeding of the press of the ordin- i moved into holding position by the turning 
Provement Is to provide a meter In which all P S TI -F .-- . .  LARK, 

ary platen-and-bed type may be effected auto- ' of the apron Into the space between the rotary hunga, New Zealand. This finder Is particu· 
matically Instead of by hand, thereby dlspens- I clothing-cylinder and the outer casIng, thus pre��e
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u�:� larly for use for coastwise vessels, yachts, and ing with an attendant upon the press and en- I venting the turning of the cylinder while 
the supervision, Inspection, and control of the vessels in sight of fixed objects, and it can also 

abling the press to be driven by steam or other I clothing Is being placed therein or removed 
water company or municipal government, while be used for recording positions on land, the 

motive power. Means are provided whereby a I therefrom, thus obviating possible accidents to 
the reglster·actuating devices shall be on the purpose of the invention being to provide a 

press of the ordinary hand-fed platen-and-bed I machinery or handlers of goods. It relates par. position-finder of simple and Inexpensive con-
type may be readily converted Into an auto- i tlcularly to steam washing-machines. premises of the water-takers. struction, having no parts liable to get out of 

ANNUNCIA'l1QR.-J. PATTEN and W. PAT- order, and requiring no special skill to opel" matlcally-fed press without removing or dis- I WASHING-MACHINE.-C. E. GOULDING, 
TEN, New York, N. Y. '['he Invention relates ate It. connecting any parts or preventing reconver- I Bluffsprings, Fla, 'The Invention has reference 
to an annunciator or Indicating device, the ATTACHMENT FOR F'O'OT WEAR.-H. C. sion of press Into its first or original form. more especially to washing-machines of the 
indicating parts of which are operated through BOICE, Hanford, Cal. This improvement has TABULATING ATTACHMENT FQR TYPE- pounder type. 'One object is to provide the ma
'the agency of solenoid-magnets. Preferably reference more especially to attachments for WRITERS.-J. C. WOLFE, New York, N. Y., chine with means whereby the material of the 
the inventors provide a plurality of solenoid- footwear and is applicable alike to all forms and E. C. MORTON, Whiteplains, N. Y. The garments to be cleansed Is prevented from 
magnets, the cores of which are connected thereof, such as shoes, boots, gaiters, leggings, object of the Invention is to provide a readlly- sticking to any part of the machine or pulling 
with the Indicating devices, and they arrange and the like, or such as are ordinarily de. operated mechanism whereby the carr'iage may' out therewith when the machine is lifted from 
circuit-making devices In connection with the nominated In the trade as "full-top" or "high. be instantly moved from any fractIon of a I the cleansing-water at the end of each opera
magnet so as to cause the core and attached top" In contradistinction to the "Iowquarter" division on a scale to a fraction of another I tlve stroke imparted thereto. 
indicating device to take either one of three type, and such also as are formed with an division on said scille, either up or down the : 
distinct positions. opening therein either at front or side, along scale, and whereby the carriage may be moved I 

Prime Mo vers and Their Accessories. 
LIGHTNING-ARRESTER.-E. S. M OORER, or adjacent to the edges of which are disposed' the distance. of a full division of the scale 

Anderson, S. C. If on the ground·plate being eyelets or hooks for receiving and engaging the at one manipulation of a key, or whereby the I HQT·WATER DISTRIBUTER FOR STEAM· 
I t d Ith th d Ire usual lacing-cord for the article. carriage may be made to move its full length I GENE RATQRS.-I. L. WILSON, Alberta, La. permanent y connec e w e groun ·w , 

If necessary. I' Water Is usually fed Into steam boilers or an electric charge of unusual tension energizes SIGNAL.-R. STANFORD and P. R. COLPITT, . I generators at a single place, whereby the ad-either service· wire, the high-tension electricity Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada. The Invention CQFFEE-HQPPER.-G. W. PHILLIPS, MI- i jacent portion of the same is coo)ed or less enters the office by way of the service wire and relates to a "flare-up" or pyrotechnic Signal anus, Conn. In this patent the Improvem.ent; heated than others, so that unequal expansion immediately leaps across from the bare wire designed for marine or other 'uses, and It re- has reference to coffee-hoppers; and the obJect results with consequent injury to the boiler to one or more teeth of the plate. For this sides particularly in the special devices for of the invention I� the productio� of a ho�per I or gen�rator. Mr. Wilson has devised and ap. purpose, the adjacent bends of the bare wire protecting the illuminant and firing the same adapted �o con�am coffees of dI�erent kmds i plied an Improvement in that class of attachare In juxtaposition with the teeth upon the at the time desired. The color and intensity and prOVIded WIth means for mlxmg them In 'ments whereby the feed-water is divided and principle that lightning tends to leap from of the signal will depend upon the character various proportions and at the same time distributed and delivered In uniform quantity points to points. If high-potential and hlgh- of the Illumlnant employed. weighing the mixture. a: a series of places, so that the expansion is frequency electricity Is prevented leaping from DEVICE FQR CALCULATING HQRSE- RQAD-SCRAPE'R.-V. M. JACKSON, Laurel I equalized and other advantages obtained. the bare wire to the plate, and therefore tends PQWER.-E. McC. SCOVILLE, Waipahu, Ha- Hill, La. This invention relates to power-: STARTING MEANS FQR GAS 'OR SIMI. to reach the Instrument, the discharge·plate is . d i d f th I el' of ' wall. This Invention refers to a plammeter, rawn scrapers emp oye or e ev mg LAR ENGINES.-F. L. 'ORR, '1ll1ll'man, 'Ohio. magnetized, which tends to retard the flow of in combination with a support therefor espe- material In the formation of a new road-bed! This improvement relates to means for faclll-electricity of high potential and high fre- . f h i ' th . f d as ccas'o may re ' cially adapted for the operatIOn 0 t e p am- or e repaIr 0 a roa , 0 1 n - tating the starting of gas, gasoline, or simi-quency, so that tendency of the latter to leap meter and provided 'with a new and improved quire. This scraper with two horses, follow- lar engines, and has for its object means for over to the ground plate is greatly Increased. I I d '  d f I I t' . . d' t I b hi d 0 d'na turn plow slide rule, particu ar y eSIgne or ca cu a mg mg 1m me Ia e y e n an I' 1 ry the purpose stated wherein ar{j. employed elec-horse-power. The principal object Is to pro- will remove all the ground broken by the plow trlcal c ircClits having therein cut-outs and Of' Interest to Farmers. vide means for calculating horse-power from to that part of the road desired by the driver closers, a compressed-air chamber, and an air-TRAp·NEST FQR LAYING HENS.-C. B. an indicator·card accurately, conveniently, and I of the team and In this way can work several passage leading from the chamber through a 
WILLIAMS, 'OntariO, Cal. '['his novel trap-nest rapidly. miles of road per day at a nominal expense. carbureter and thence into the explosion end will freely admit a hen to the nest, hold her BQTTLEJ-SEAL.-A. E. PRIER, New York, 1 ELEV ATQR AND CQNVEYER.-A. G. ED- of one or more working cylinders of the enconfined as long as is necessary, and upon lea v- N. Y. The aim of this Inventor is to provide 1 MUND, VicksbUrg, Miss. This Invention Is an gine. Igniters are located in the cylinders, lng the nest admit the hen to an adjoining a sealing device that will prevent uncorking i improvement in elevators and conveyers par· having arrangement in the electrical circuit compartment, automatically close a door be· without first breaking the seal, and thus de- ! ticularly adapted for loading and unloading for Ignition of the explosive charge in the tween this compartment and the nest and con- stroying the Identity of a bottle as an orlgi· steamboats, barges, and other craft. The ap· � cylinders through completion of electric circuit fine the hen until removed by an attendant, nal package, or, In other words, assuring the paratus may be extended at a. greater or less by novel means and circuit-wiring. thus preventing her from eating the egg, if one purchaser of a filled bottle when the seal is distance in either direction for loadIng or un-' INTERNAL-CQMBUSTIQN ENGINE. _ T. is laid, and by tagging her test the laying ca- Intact that the bottle contains the material loading at different distances from a central WRIGHT, Jersey City, N. J. The Invention repacity of individual hens and of the strain of first placed therein, thus protecting the pur- point. It is applicable not only for operations lates to an engine of the type In which a plu. fowls that the trapped one represents. chaser and packer from fraud. with ,relation to a wharf, but sections may be rallty of cylinders are arranged to swing PEANUT-PICKER.-F. F,' FERGUSON and J. MANUFACTURE 'OF SAND·LIME BRICKS. extended up or along a river bank where around a stationary cranked shaft, the move-T. BENTHALL, Murfreesboro, N. C. In harvest- -A. GORDON, Welser, Idaho. The Invention freight Is loaded or unloaded from a sloping ments of the engine being taken from a part 'ing peanuts the vines, with the nuts adhering relates to the manufacture of bricks, and Is bank. It may be applied equally as well on connected to move with the cylinders. The in clusters, are plowed out of the ground, especially applicable to the hardening of sand- land alone in connection with elevators, store· leading feature resides in the al'I'aligemenL of shaken free of the dirt, and ·then stacked up. lime bricks. The principal object Is to over- houses, etc. , for loading or unloading, kegs, a number of pump-cylinders alternately with 'This machine is designed to take these vines, I come former difficulties by providing a hard- barrels, boxes, cotton bales, or bags and lumber. the power-cylinders and In pl'Ovidlng valve. 
with their nuts hanging to them, and to pick enlng method. that will permit the molding of DIFFERENTIAL GEAR.-R. H. BROCKMAN, controlled communications between each pumpoff the nuts and clean them ready for bagging, bricks in a moister state, so as to take full New York, N. Y. This invention relates to cylinder and the two adjacent power-cylinders. while the vines are .discharged over the end of advantage of the plasticity Inherent in mate- gearing by means of which two Independently-I ELASTIC-FLUID TURBINE.-M. A. GREEN, the machine in condition to be utilized for rials employed, and furthermore to use the revoluble members may be uniformly driven! Philadelphia, Pa. This economic slow-speed cattle-feed. pallet system of molding and hardening. and at the same time allowed a differential: engine utilizes the power of steam admitted to 

Of' General Interest. 

CLAMP FQR WIRE-STRETCHERS.-D. H. 
PARKER, Boston, Ga. The object of the Inven
tor is to provide a damp for application to 
mesh or woven wire fabrics or fencing, where
by a firm connection can be had between any 
ordinary stretcher or tension device and the 
fencing. He provides an adjustable device, 
so as to accommodate the same to different 
styles of fencing and to wires of different sizes 
and heights of fencing. Also means for con
necting the clamp to the fencing and per
mitting of rapid and convenient removal of the 
device. 

BASE F'QR GARMEN'['-FQRMS.-E. T. PAL· 
MENBERG, New York, N. Y. The object in this 
invention is to provide an improved base for 
garment-forms having feet displaying foot
wear and stockings and ar'rnn"ed to permit 
convenient forward and backward adjustment 
of the feet to show more or less of the foot
wear, according to the dress displayed on the 
form, and to allow convenient tilting of the 
form, according to the style of dress to be 
displayed. 

CIGAR-PIERCER.-C. PINTZ, Budwels, Aus
tria-Hungary. This invention relates to im
provements in piercers of the kind described In 
tbe specification of British Letters Patent No. 
6958. According to the present Invention the 
pierceI' in addition to the two tubular mem-

GATE-VAL VE.-H. MILLHOLLAND, Reading, turning movement. It resides primarily In, It to a very high degree, is especially adapted 
Pa. The invention Is an Improvement in gate- the connection of the driving member with the to avoid loss of power through leakage, and 
valves, and particularly in that class having driven members through the medium of a belt provides for so distributing the impulses whlch 
rotative parallel disks operated by wedges or as contradistinguished from the toothed gears actuate the turbine as to 1",.11111<'" the wheel 
spreading devices. Among the objects are to hereinbefore employed. Preferably this belt: in all directions. The principal feature is to 
provide a novel construction whereby the main is of the chain type and coacts with sprockets: construct a turbine with one wheel only and 
or body wedge-block supports all the movable mounted on the driving and driven members. produce the s3me or better results than ot1wr 
parts and whereby the thickness of the valve It Is especially adapted for motor-vehicles, but types of turbines using from six to eight. Most 
is reduced to a minimum, thus reducing the may be used in other connections. types of turbine-engines use many wheels, so 
weight and amount of material necessary for DRIER.-J. W. BILES, Louisville, Ky. In' as to expand the steam and are compelled 
the construction of the valve to the minimum thifl Instance the improvement refers to driers, to use many in getting required efficiency, for 
and incidentally reducing to the minimum the and more particularly to means for applying the reason that they only use a small portion 
weight of the valve-casing by reducing the dis· heat thereto. Its principal objects are to pro- ' of each wheel. 
tance between its opposite valve-seats. vide an air conduit which will uniformly dis- PISTQN-RQD. PACKING. - C, L, COOK, 

tribute the heat to the drying-chamber with- Louisville, Ky. 'l"his invention pertains to im
Heating and Lighting. 

GRATE.-W. C. ENGEl" Fountain Springs, 
Pa. 'One purpose of the Invention Is to pro· 
vide a grate made In two or more sections, 
each section being Individually operated, so 
that the live coals from one section may be 
transferred to the adjoining section and the 
dead coals dumped from the first-named sec
tion and the live coals again placed on the 
section dumped and restored to its normal 
position, while the other section may then be 
dumped, and thus the grate be entirely cleaned 
and a new bed be placed on the live coals for 
kindling. 

HOT·WATER-CIRCULATING .APPARATUS. 

out danger of scorching the material operated provements in packing devices for piston'rods 
upon and which may be readily repaired, if or the like. the object being to provide a rod
necessary. packing having a triple-cone ring in the com-

PLATE-PRESS.-R. TURNER, New Canaan, bination, thus giving to the ring a greater vol
Conn. , and B. R. CORLEY, New York, N. Y. ume of metal, and therefore greater strength 
The object of the present Invention is to pro. than would be possible in a ring having a con· 
vide a plate·press arranged to allow of run· tinuous taper from its bore to its periphery. 
ning the press at a high rate of speed without ELASTIC-FLUID 'l'URBINE.-H. G. WOOD 
undue shock or jar, especially on the starting and H. BURLINGHAM, Newport, R. 1. An object 
of the Impression-roller and the bed or table, of this invention is to provide a turbine use
and also when they come automatically to a ful particularly in connection with steam and 
stop after the impression is made. It relates : in which the kinetic energy of the motive fiuid 
to plate-presses for COpper and steel plate will be maintained as high as possible through
printing, and such, for Instance, as shown and out its movement through the turbine, An
described in the Letters Patent of the United other is to so distribute the motive fluid in 
States formerly granted to Messrs. Turner and the turbine as to Secure the full benefit of the -A. B. RECK, Copenhagen, Denmark. This Corley. motive force and to equalize as fully as possl· 
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ble the strains on the apparatus. The inven. ' secured by means of appropriate operating 
tor improves speed regulation of rotating parts and controlling mechanism. His principal ob
by providing devices for throttling the motive- jects are to provide a convenient and effective 
fluid supply. apparatus of this character for agreeable di-

Raihvays and Their Accessories. 

version. 

Pertaining to Vehicles. 

VEHICLE FOR EXHIBITING GOODS.-El. 
LEFEVRE" Berlin, Germany. The interior space 
of this vehicle is divided by means of parti-

CAR-SEAT.-F. BENNETT and S. A. WALK
ER, New York, N. Y. In this patent the in
vention refers especially to a car-seat of that 
class in which the back is made to shift from 
one position to another, so as to reverse the tions in such a way that spaces or com part

seat, and in which the seat proper is made to ments are formed which are visible from ont

change its inclination in correspond�"ce to the side. These compartments are intended to be 

change in the position of the back. It resides utilized as show-windows and to be dressed 

in a certain novel manner of mounting the with exhibits. 'I'he vehicle may also serve for 

back or the back and seat to attain these re- transportation of goods and other pnrposes. 

suits and in a peculiar arrangement of 'the The arrangement can be provided in vehicles 

foot-rest with respect to the mounting devices. of all sorts, even hand-vehicles, and is in no 

RAIL-JOINT.-C. J. SHIDA, F'reeport, N. Y. way confined to vehicles drawn by animals or 

Mr. Shea's invention is an improvement in that operated by mechanical power. 

class of rail-joints in whicr bolts, nuts, and DEVICE FOR 1'In)VE�'l'ING ACCIDENTS. 
fish-plates are dispensed with, the meeting ends -C. MATHID'WS, Coalmont, Ind. The princi
of the rails being provided with interlocking pal objects in this invention are to provide 
tongues or projections. He has devised a con- means for readily and quickly detaching draft
struction and arrangement of parts whereby animals from a vehicle and for simultaneously 
rail ends are so engaged as to be more firmly applying a, brake to stop the vehicle if it is 
supported vertically and also held in more rigid going at a high rate of speed, and at the same 
alinement laterally. time to provide means for effectually guiding 

RAILROAD-SWITCH.-L. L. LAKE, Fon- the vehicle after' the horse is detached. 

tanet, Ind. This invention is designed to dis- VEHICLE-WHEEL.-M. G. BARlo, New 
pense with frogs as ordinarily used. It pro- York, N. Y. In this instance the invention re
vides a special construction of switch which lates to an improvement in vehicle-wheels, par
leaves the main track smooth and unbroken ticularly wheels for automobiles and like vehi
when the main line is open and in which the cles; and the purpose of the construction is 
switch-rail is raised slightly above the main the provision of a wheel in which dishing 
track where it crosses the rails of the main strain is avoided and in which all necessary 
track and has an adjustable crossover-section eccentric vibrations may take place at the cen
which in one poeition leaves the main rails tel' of the hub-section of the wheel when the 
open and continuous and in another position wheel is in action. 
laps over one of the main rails and carries the VEHICLE.-J. J. FURCHTBAR, Joetia, Ill. 
wheels of the cars over the main rail onto the The aim of the inventor is to provide a vehi
siding or diverging track. cle arranged to permit easy traveling, especial-

RAIL-JOINT.-J. W'. E'NRIGHT and E. J. Iy over rough surfaces, and capable of being 
ENHI GII'r, New Orleans, La. In this instance used as a sled, skate, and the like. The de
the improvement has reference to railway con- vice is very simple and durable in construction 
struction, and concerns itself especially with and allows the carrying of heavy loads with 
rail-joints. The object of the invention is to comparatively little power or exertion on the 
produce a rail-joint of simple form which will part of the person drawing the device forward. 
operate without necessitating the use of bolts A UTOMATIC WAGON - B R A  K E.-E. F. 
and nuts to hold the abutting ends of two VIDA�'CH, Palco, Kan. 'Phis improvement in 
rails firmly together. operation is entirely antrmmlic. The brake 

RAILWAY-RAIL JQINT.�II. C. BRIDWs�'Im, may be easily applied to an ordinary wagon 
C. A. DUTHIDRAGE, and W. L. GLlJ)Il!"", Shreve- and may be used with or without a bed, be
port, La. In this patent the invention. is an ing Pflnally eflicient in both cases. It is sim
improved means for connecting and supporting pIe in eOllsiTuction, and is not liable to get 
the meeting ends of railway-rails. It is more out of order. Since considerable strain is 
particularly an improvement in forms of truss brought to bear upon no part, the danger of 
connections and braces in which slidable wedges breakage is reduced to a minimum. 
are employed to enable tb .. parts to be readily '1'IIILI,·COl·l"LI:'iG. - C. VI\·IDs-�AvAmw. 
tightened in order to preserve a rigid or un- Ponce, Porto Rico. The principal objects of 
yielding support for the rails. the invention are to provide means whel'eby 

LOCOMOTIVE F'IRE-BOX.-J. NILSSON, the exertion of the pull upon the thills or 
Fremont, Neb. The o bject of this invention is tongue will be yieldingly resisted, so that the 
to so construct the fire-box and connected parts sudden 'starting up of the draft-animal will 
of a locomotive as to enable the contents to not cause a sudden .iolt of the vehicle and so 
be dumped at will from the cab. '1.'0 tb is end as to relieve the animal and vehicle from 
he employs in connection with the dumping sudden strains of all kinds; also to provide 
ash-pan an operating device for the grate and similar means for causing the same kind of a 
ash-pan, such device passing into the locomo- resistance when the animal backs or the ve
tive-cab, so as to be readily operated by the hicle is pushed toward it. 
engine-driver or his assistant. VEHICLE-BRAKE.-D. GRUBB, Pike County, 

CAR-COUPLING.-S. E. JACKMAN, New Ind. Mr. Grubb's invention is an improve
York, N. Y. This improvement relates to cars ment particularly in that class of brakes in 
traveling on inclined or switchback railways, which the brake is automatically set by the 
such as are used in places of amusement, and holding back of the team in descending an 
the object is the provision of a coupler ar- incline. The means for use in setting brakes 
ranged to safely couple adjacent cars to allow by hand is an important feature, as when de
the cars to readily travel over sharp curves sired the handle-lever may be fitted at its 
and steep inclines of the track without danger socketed end on an upwardly-pro.iecting arm, 
of the cars becoming uncoupled or jumping the handle-lever being secured in any desired 
the track. adjustment by a rack. This handle-lever may 

Pertaining to Recreation. 

ADJUSTABLE LEG F'OR BILLIARD-TA-
BLE'8.-C. D. SEYMOUR, Rensselaer, N. Y. The 
purpose in this improvement is to provide sim
ple and readily-operated means for raising and 
lowering the legs of billia"d-lablcs or like arti
cles of furniture for the purpose of leveling 
the bed or top of the article, it being possible 
to expeditiously and conveniently bring about 
such adjustment with little exertion. 

TOY PISTOL.-L. H. HINAMAN, Port Jervis, 
N. Y. In operation the handle is drawn back
ward, pulling the plunger to the rear against 
the resistance of the rub bel' band, and the re
cess in the curved arm engaging the pivot-bolt 
retains the hammer in elevated position and 
the plunger at the rear of the barreL The 
projectile being dropped in the open end of the 
barrel and the cap placed in the cap-seat, a 
pull on the trigger will elevate curved arm 
and release hammer and explode cap. 'I'he 
plunger is drawn forcibly forward projecting 
a marble with considerable force. 

VELOCIPEDE.-F. M. THOMPSON, East Liv
erpool, Ohio. The object of the present in
vention is to provide for excluding the connec
tions between the front and rear legs from view 
and for supporting the front of the sulky in 
such manner as to relieve the strain of such 
support from the imitation jjgure of the horse 
and to provide for a spring connection between 
the upper and lower leg-sect;ons and for an 
adjustable seat for the sulky. It relates espe
cially to that class of such devices which is 
represented in a former patent granted to Mr. 
'l'hompson. 

GAME APPARATUS.-H. E. HENWOOD, New 
York, N. Y. Mr. Henwood's invention per
tains to game apparatus, and more particu
larly to those in which various chance com
]Jjnations in cards, dice, or tbe Ilke may be 

also be utilized to lock the brakes free of the 
wheels. 

Designs. 

DESIGN FOR A SANDWlICH-SIGN.-J. J. 
J\fEYIDR, New York, N. Y. This ornamental 
sign comprises a design representing a sausage 
partly covered by a roll or cheese sandwich 
placed on a flat broad surface. The top end 
of the frankfurter is pierced witb three ob
long holes. The sign carrier looks through the 
upper, apertures and the whole is supported 
by shoulder hangers and waist band. 

DESIGN FOR AN ASH-TRAY.-A. Q. 
WALSH> New York, N. Y. This new, original, 
and ornamental design represents an ash-tray 
of circular form. Upward continuation of 
the well-rounded sides at the front constitute 
a partial hood, the rest and greater part re
maining open, The tray shows considerable 
depth, its bottom is flat, and a very graceful 
downward-curved handle is l'iveted at the back 
end of the tray. 

DESIGN F'OR A BRACELE:T.-C. S. HURD, 
Newark, N. J. In this case the design is for 
a bracelet exteriorly ornamented with leaves 
and flowers. on a mottled background. Six 
slightly prominent scroll-worked shields are 
placed at regular intervals around this beauti
ful article. 

DESIGN FOR A II'INGER-H1XG.--.T. L. 
l lI-mzoG, New York, N. Y. In this ornamental 
and unique design the top of the ring is set 
to hold two dog heads, one on each side of the 
setting. The heads are in alinement, back to 
back, and slightly separated by a deep depres
sion in the setting. 'I11e paws on which the 
heads rest hang over the curve of the ring. 

NOTE.-Copies of any of these patents will 
be furnished by Munn & Co. for ten cents each. 
Please state the name of the patentee, title of 
the invention, and date of this paper. 

BUSintSS ana PtrSonal Wants. 
READ THIS COLUMN CAREFULLY.-You 

will lind inquiries for certain classes of articles 
numbered in consecutive order. If you manU .. 
facture these goods write us at once and we will 
send you the name and address of the party des ir· 
ing tlieinformation. III every case it is neces
sary to give the nUlllber oC the inquiry. 

MUNN & CO. 

MarIne Iron Works. ChlCS2'O. Catalollue free. 

Inquiry No. "70a:.-For parties who can manufacw 
ture heavy ditchmg machinery, and to undertake the 
manufacture of a tested and novel machine. 

J.l"'or bridge erecting engines. J. S. Mundy. Newark, N. J. 
Inquiry No. ""04.-Wanted, addresses of manu

factUrers of candle-making machinery. 
" U. S." Metal Palish. Indianapolis. Samples free. 
Inquiry No. "70a.-Wanted, manufacturers of 

hydrauHc presses. 

Drying Machinery and Presses. BlIes. LouisvilJe, Ky. 
Inquiry No. ·""06.-Wanted, makers of cross-arm 

pins for telephone and telegraph use. 
Handle & Spoke Mchy. Ober Mfg. Co" 10 Bell St •• 

Chagrin Falls, O. 
Tnquiry No. ""O".-For makers of brick and hol

low concrete block machinery. 
WANTED.-Purchaser for Monazite, Molybdenite and 

Wolfram. Apply Monasite, Box �73, New York. 
Inquiry No. ""mS.-For makers of shoe cobbler 

tools. 
FOR SALE Cll}i�A p.-Steam power shop nearly new. In 

sleepy. isolated viUage. H. Sage, Waterbury. Conn. 

uerles� 
HINTS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Names and Address must accompany all letters or 
no attention will be paid thereto. This is for 
our information and not for publication. 

References to former articles or answers should give 
date of paper and page or number of question. 

Inquiries not answered in reasonable time should btJ 
repeated; correspondents will bear in mind that 
some answers require not a little research, and, 
though we endeavor to reply to all either by 
letter or in this department, each must take 
his turn. 

Buyers wishing to purchase any article not adver
tised in our columns will be furnished with 
addresses of houses manufacturing or carrying 
the same. 

SpeCial Written Information on matters of personal 
rather than general interest cannot be expected 
without remuneration. 

Scientific American Supplements referred to may be 
had at the office. Price JO cents each. 

Books referred to promptly supplied on receipt of 
price. 

Minerals sent for examination should be distinctly 
marked or labeled. 

(9870) H. J. B. asks: 1. I wish to 
learn why, in building the A. C. dynamo de
scribed in SUPPLEMENT 1558, the fields are 
wound on brass tubes. 'When in a medical coil 
we wish to cut out the magnetism of the core 
we slip a brass tube over the core, which 
takes up the lines of force and keeps them 
bound down within the· tube. If the brass 

Inqniry No. ""09.-For makers and installers of tube has such an effect in one place, why not 
ice plants. in the other? A. Your idea that brass can 

I sell patents. To buy. or having one to sell, write 
Cbas. A. Scott. 719 Mutual Life Building. Bulfalo, N. Y. 

Inquiry �TO. 7'710.-Jl'or mah:ers of hand power 
and horse power machinery for sawing wood. 

The celebrated" Hornsby.Akroyd JJ Patent Safety Oil 
Engine is built by the De La Vergne Machine Com pany , 

Foot of East 138th Street. New York. 
Inquiry No. ''''It.-For makers of milking appa

ratus. 
WANTED. - Ideas regarding patentable device for 

water wen paste or mucilage bottle. Address Adhe
sive, P. O. Box 77.'3, New York. 

Inquiry No .. 7712.-Wanted, a feather renovator. 
I have for sale the U. S. and all foreign rights of new 

patent Improvements in Water Tube Types of Boilers. 
Great eco nomizer . J. M. CoJman, Everett, \Vash. 

Inquiry No. 771 ::.-For makers of soundboards 
(reed boards) for organs. 

l\lanufacturer;s· of patent articles. dies. metal 
st.amping, screw machine 'o'Vork, hardware specialties. 
machtnery tools and wood fibre products. Quadriga 
Manufacturing Company, 18 South Canal St., Chicago. 

Inquiry No. ""14.-For makers of plan and ball
bearing casters anti malleable iron wheels and axles 01 
&ll sizes. 

E'OR SALE.-Patent for absolutely non-refillable bot .. 
tIe. Simple in construction, perfect ill operatIOn. Will 
cost only a trifle Inore than regular whisky bottles. 
Apply to James Clausen. 2525Rauschenbach Ave., st. 
Louis, Mo. Patented Dec. 12, 1905. No. 806,917. 

Inquiry No. ""l;J.-Wanted. makers of Venetian 
iron work and accessories. 

PATENTS.-Wanted, the service of a patent expert 
and experienced specification writer. No one need ap· 
ply who bas not had a thorough education along tech. 
nicallines, and who has not had experience in patent 
practice. Munn & Co., 361 Broadway, New York. 

Inquiry No. 7716.-For manufacturers of pumps 
or ditchers that can be run by t»2 h. p. engine. 

NOTICE. 

To the Inventor Members of the American Manufac
turing Co., 113 Adams St., Chicago .• III . As I have infor
mation that would be of interest to inventor members 
of the American Manufacturing Co., I would like to 
enter into communication with said inventor members, 
not holding office, with the sole object of plaCing them 
in charge of information which will materially protect 
their interests. Inclose stamp when writing. Fred L. 
Wakefield, Chester. Vermont. an ex-stockholder. 

stop magnetic lines of force is erroneous. 
There is no known insulator for magnetism. 
Iron and steel furnish an easier path for mag
netic lines than any other substance. Hence 
if we wish to protect a magnet from external 
magnetism, we cover it with a box of iron. 
Other substances, such as brass, allow lines of 
force to pass with about the same difliculty 
as does air. Hence brass may be used as a 
spool for the field coils of a dynamo with no 
harm, especially when, as in this case, a strong 
spool is required. In the case of the medical 
coil, to which you refer, the aetion of the brass 
tube is not to screen or cut off magnetic lines 
of force at all. The interrupted current in 
the primary coil acts upon the brass or copper, 
or any other metal, in the tube which is 
slipped over the primary coil to produce in the 
tube cnrrents of electricity, which are in the 
opposite direction to the primary current, and 
which for that reason cut down the magnetiz
ing power of the primary upon the secondary. 
With the tube over the primary there is less 
curren t in the secondary; when the brass tube 
is drawn out the secondary current increases, 
but not because magnetic lines of force are cut 
off by brass. Eddy currents, opposing the 
primary, are produced when the tube is pushed 
over the primary, and cut down when the tube 
is withdrawn. There is not one effect in one 
place and an opposite effect from the same 
cause in another. The action in the two places 
is entirely different. If a continuous current 
flowed in the primary of a medical coil without 
in terruption, there would be no eddy currents 
in the brass tube and no induced currents in 
the secondary. This is the way the current 
flows in the field magnets of the dynamo. The 
interruption of the primary current in the medi
cal coil causes the eddy currents in the brass 
tube and the currents in the secondary coiL 
2. If the armature should be wound with 
much finer wire, what would the effect be? A. 
A finer wire on the at'matllI'c of the small al
ternator would cut down the amperes but leave 
the volts the same, if the same number of 

Inquiry No. ""17.-For nlanufacturers of glazing turns were put on; if more turns were put on 
glass for glazing leather . the volts would be increased, and the amperes 

W ANTED.-Higb-class macbinists and tool makers. reduced more than in the first case. 3. Where-
Good wages. No labor troubles. in does this alternating current differ from 

Driggs-Seabury Ordnance Corporation, Sharon, Pa. that generated by the glass plate machine or 
Inquiry No. ""1!S.-·For manufacturers of steam the induction coil? The dynamo described in 

bread-baking ru<lCnillery. SUPPLEMENT 1558 is said to give the same effect 

m
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a
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e
�1.19.-For manufacturers of brick· as the current from an ordinary medical coil, 

but the wire is much coarser. Does the Held eA'J,6����:·
e

:
c

�r.�;.-:-For manufacturers ofmacbin- winding on the dynamo represent the pri-

Inquiry No. ""�1.-For manufacturers of knit- mary of the coil? A. An alternating current 
ting machinery. is one in which the electromotive force rises 

Inquiry N o. ""��.-Wanted, address of party from zero to its highest value, then falls 
willing' to manufacture and place on market, on a roy through zero to a value as far below zero as it aIty basis, a new flying toy. 

I nquiry No. ""23.- For manufacturers of mills or 
iU8truments for pulverizing lime or marble into impalp·. 
able powder. 

Inquiry No. ""·'.!4.-For manufacturers of ex� 
tremely fine sieved for impalpabJe powder. 

Inquiry Nfl. "72a.-]l'or manufacturers of instru· 
ments for amuslng people. 

Inquiry No. ""�6.-Wanted. address of party 
manufacturing teJephone receiver cushIons. 

Inquiry No. 7727.-For manufacturers of con· 
fetti ·making machines. 

Inquiry No. 77�8.-For manufacturers of shav� 
ing machines for men. 

Inquiry No. 7729.-For manufacturers of watch. 
man's detector. 

Inquiry No. ""30.-Wanted, address of parties 
manufacturing matciIes. 

InQuil'"v No. "731.-lf'or manufacturers of solid 
rubber balls, trom 1 to 3 inches in diameter. 

Inquh'y No. 7'''32.-For manufacturers of lifting 
gg�ei,Ob:��l�� e�ci.!)��

a
!�� Jg�(��'d

e
hgifzgb�:rl��

t size 

InQuh'y No. 7733.-For manufacturers of band
driven printing presses with accessories. 

InQuirv No. 7734.-Wanted, address of parties 
dealing in �mith .& Stokes automatic paper box ma
chines. 

]nQuiry No. 773';;.-For manufacturers of merry
go-rounds. 

Inquiry No. 7736.-For manufacturers of small toy ellgines castings in brass and iron. 
Inquhy No. ""3".-For manUfacturers of small 

acorn-shaped wlltch protectors. 

was previously alJovp zero, rising again to zero. 
This series of changes constitutes a cycle. 
CYCles are repeated from 30 to 130 times a 
second in the various forms of alternating cur
rent. Neither the plate electric machine nor 
the induction coil as ordinarily employed acts 
in any such manner. Both of these have their 
electromotive force raised till a spark jumps 
across between the poles. The same actiou 
takes place repeatedly. The current is pul
sating and not alternating. An alternating 
current will, however, produce spasmodic con
tractions of the muscles, just as a coil does. 
The field winding does not represent the prim
ary of a coil. It furnishes a steady flux of 
lines of force through an armature. The arma
ture revolving through this flux produces an 
electromotive force which is the cause of a 
current over the external circuit, doing its re
quired work there. 

(9871) A. B. D. asks: Please tell 
in the Notes and Queries column of tbe SeIEN
'.rIFle AMERICAN, or otherwise, how to ascertain 
the candle-power of an arc lamp. Also how to 
make a small searchlight. A. It is not easy 
to measure the candle-power of an arc lamp, 
since it gives a varying amount of light in 
different directions. The mean spherical candle
power is the rated candle-power. This is tb& 
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